Want to read a philosophical novel?

Recommendations by Ben Roth, Harvard College Writing Program

Love it.

- Other obscure gems?

- Let's break up this boy's club.

- Postmodernism

- More recommendations (and my favorite book ever)

- What's the most underrated novel of all time?

- Let's cut to the chase.

- Give me something written by a PhD.

- Pure, uncut stuff.

- And I want the word "philosophical"?

- I like it when fiction writers drop

- How do you feel about science fiction?

- Why the literalism?

- I'm not sure

- I'm ready yet.

- I'm here for a novel.

- I like it when fiction writers drop

- the word "philosophical"?

- How literally do you take

- the word "philosophical"?

- Heidegger vs.

- prefiguring

- Wittgenstein

- And breezier

- actual science?

- How about some

- virtual reality

- how do you

- about a philosopher.

- How about a

- monster?

- Choice about...